
2093 – Martyrs Inn – 27/01/19 

 
Do we run today or do we take a duvet day. Well it’s a bit sunny out, and we might get blown 
away, or do we spend the day with the wife? 
 
Well we park up on the road, avoiding the small car park and then nearly get run over by the lady 
brigade. 
 
There’s a mega cold wind so it’s a three layer day with hat and gloves. 
 
Important warnings that we had no hare for next week, luckily Lonely, who landed at 1 this 
morning from skiing, stood up to the mark and volunteered his wife, hmm! But importantly we 
need hares, where are you on the list? 
 
A Sticky Nuts and Ratty run so it will draw great force from the power of the Hobbits. Warnings of 
busy roads so need to use the churchyard route, but don’t upset anyone. 
 
Up the road we go, we watch TP disappearing into the distance, the rest of us detour into the 
play ground. No point, we just run around the park to have to chase TP to the first footpath sign. 
No sign of dust but we go for it. Couple of hundred yards we find the first dust, but that’s no clue, 
we just run around the field until Lonely falls over. 
 
Ratty points us off into the distance so we do as we are told. 
 
Onto tarmac until we spy a church. This must be the short cut but there is a bar, which we get 
waved past. I see a photo opportunity so run to the far exit, no I get called back, only to find I 
have to run around the back of the church and miss the shot as I’m now running at the back. 
Long straight on with no sign of Hobbit dust. Just go with gut feel until we get it wrong. Bummer 
Hugger and Banger take up the mantle and steer us through the woods following trails that seem 
to have been beaten out by the Hulk. 
 
Lonely, Ferret, Banger and Bum Hugger wait for the also rans only to find we were on a false 
trail, the rear go right behind us, we can only watch until we give chase. 
 
Without the Hursley leading, the lack of stamina means its just Lonely and I leading the pack. 
Up another hill, and along a track with yet more ‘no dust’. We finally find dust opposite a bomb 
pit, if this was a Spotted Dick trail it would be straight down, as it is, we decide that Hobbits 
couldn’t climb back out so we keep going. Through a one way bar which we haven’t got a clue 
why its there, and its straight on again, luckily down hill. 
 
History lesson, by virtue of running past the Tolpuddle tree, and its back to the pub. 
So a bit of sunshine, artic winds that could sail Centurion, lots of up and down hills, cute 
churches, Hulk trails, no dust and beer swigging cute licensee. 
So what did you think? 
 

On On ☺  
 
Plus get well soon to our missing lady hashers. 

 


